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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

A. Background of the Research 

Every human will do a conversation to another people for delivering 

their purpose, exchanging of ideas and opinions or discussing between 

representatives of parties to a conflict. It means dialogues between them has 

already happened and the message has already conveyed. In every line spoke 

of dialogues will contain the meaning from their utterance.  

Utterance itself can be said as a sound and air that flow out from the 

human‟s lip. It help people to deliver about what they want to say, after the 

human brain progress the situation. When people want to say something, they 

will think first about the word and then compiling to become a sentence. That 

progress is helped by brain. After that, brain will command lips to say or can 

be called as utterance. With this, people can say word by word and make it 

clear to understand by another people who hear that. 

Word has a big role in human living. It can be said as a spoken unit of 

language. Every people who speak with each other will produce a word. But to 

understand the meaning of what people say is not enough just one word, they 

need more than one. When word became more than one, it will produce phrase. 

After became phrase, it will become a sentence which is more complex and 

people will be easier to understand when someone explain about something. 
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Sentence make up set of word which containing a subject and 

predicate. Furthermore, to make the sentence become more perfect, it must 

have a subject, predicate, and object. These three points help people 

understand the meaning. When it is related to an activity, the discussion of 

predicate or it can be called as a verb defines human‟s actions. From that point, 

people can quickly tell someone when they do something specifically. Here is 

the sample from the movie with the title 'Divergent Series Movie' that will be 

an object of this research. For example: 

a. My heart begin to race (durative) 

b. The Erudite representative had just begun to kill the 

 Divergent, of course (punctual) 

From the sample a and b, the sentences are contain predicate or it can 

be called as verb that shown an action. „Begin to race‟ in the sample a can be 

say as predicate, same like „begun to kill‟ in sample b. It can be said that the 

role of a verb can help the reader or listener quickly to know about an activity 

that humans do. On the other hand, the type of them has many variations. 

They are durative and punctual. 

Durative and punctual are usually used in any sentence or 

communication related to a time. It depends on the human activity when they 

are using it. Durative can be said as a verbs that describe a situation or process 

which lasts for a while. They use a past tense in grammatical. But actually, 

punctual uses the same grammatical too. It shows the difference between them 
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when they use grammatical to make a verb in a sentence that they are making 

it.  

For example, 'they sitting in the last row.' The word 'sitting' here is the 

verb –ing of 'sit which this action still on going until now.' It can be said as a 

durative verb because it describes a situation or process that lasts for some 

time, and the person's activity can be counted by time. Another example from 

the sample is „race‟ which it can be calculated by the time because this activity 

needs time and the typical of movement object. It is not a spontaneous activity. 

The spontaneous activity is called punctual verb. 

Punctual describes an event that seems so instantaneous that it 

involves virtually no time. It means that this verb is not bound with the time, 

and that predicate is shown as a human activity in their sentence by 

spontaneous and instantaneous. For example, 'they sat in the last row.' 'Sat' 

here is the activity that is done immediately and intuitively. 

Based on the example, it can be say that verb which classified as 

punctual verb is an activity spontaneously and instantaneously, also it can be 

have a form like a past participle too like „sat‟ because it has the beginning 

and the ending of time. Back to durative and punctual verb, they actually are 

in the same branch. They can be classified as the types of dynamic verbs. 

The dynamic verb can usually describe actions or things that happen. 

This typically means to tell an act of the verb that humans use in their sentence. 

When they talk about the dynamic verb, it is primarily used to indicate an 

action, process, or sensation. An example of the dynamic verb is run, ride, 
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grow, and throw. When the durative gives us a verb example about an action 

that a human does, there will be a verb that contrasts with the durative verb. It 

is stative verb. 

Stative verbs are primarily used to describe a state of being (I am) or 

situation (I have). This verb does not show physical action or processes and 

can be described as a mental or emotional state of being and a physical state. It 

contrasts with a dynamic verb. Stative verbs are not acting as dynamic verbs. 

They describe how something is, seems, or is a mental process. They usually 

use a word: have, like, seem, prefer, understand, belong, doubt, hate, and 

know. Both of them can be classified as part of the situation verb. 

Situation types (aktionsart or lexical aspect) mean that cluster of 

conceptual temporal properties distinguishes each situation type. It describes 

the inherent internal temporal structure that came from its meaning. Also, it is 

a label for the typology of situations encoded in the semantics of a language. 

For example, language usually allows the speakers to describe a situation as 

static or unchanging for its duration in their verb of the sentence. Sentence 

itself already conducted with aspect that help human knowing the type of 

sentence. 

One of the aspect types is inceptive aspect. This aspect tell about a 

sentence that contain the beginning of a new action and can be said as the type 

of dynamic verb that they use because an action is classified as dynamic verb. 

It can be found when someone who talk and the sentence is about to enter the 
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new action. For example based on the sample a and b above, the sentences 

contain the beginning of entering a new action.  

In sample a, „My heart begin to race‟ is a sentence that is showing a 

beginning of action because there is a word „begin‟ which is the part of 

classification in showing the beginning of an action. In sample b, „The Erudite 

representative had just begun to kill the divergent, of course‟ is a sentence that 

is showing a beginning of action by expression „begun to kill‟. This action was 

started after the speaker say his expression.  

Both samples show that many variety of sentence if focus to apply an 

aspect when the researcher do some research.  Inceptive aspect has the same 

branch with inchoative. Inchoative means the beginning of a new state and 

their verb usually contain with stative verb, different with inceptive aspect 

who describe the beginning of entering into an action (dynamic). These two 

aspects fall into the category of ingressive aspect. 

Ingressive aspects can be called traditional terms for grammatical 

aspects. They talk about a sentence that tells of a state in existence, before that, 

there will be an act of entering into a state or action. It refers to any form used 

to enter into or the beginning of an action or state and are often translated by 

'be about to do' or 'be on‟ the point of doing. The meaning of the ingressive 

aspect constitutes the definition of the aspect itself.  

Aspect systems allow speakers to relate situation and time, but instead 

of fixing situations in time relative to the act of speaking, as tense does. With 

that, definition of the sentence with various verbs can be understood easily. A 
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verb form shows the meaning of it (action or situation) and asks the functional 

about if the action has already been complete, repeated, or continuous. It also 

interpreted as a grammatical category that reflects how verb action can be 

regarded or experienced concerning time in which aspect is the part of 

semantic. 

The study of meaning in human language divided up into two major 

divisions. In this context, semantics always refer to one of these visions. They 

concerned with the inherent meaning of the words and sentences as linguistic 

expressions, in and of themselves also the term frequently defined as the study 

of meaning. It might be accurate to describe it as the study of the relationship 

between linguistic form and meaning.  

The science of language or scientific language investigation can be 

called the meaning of linguistics. It focuses to learn about the science of 

language and the knowledge of the science will positively impact human. 

Moreover, they are interested in all the languages of the world and in all 

varieties that is found, the standard and non-standard, prestigious and the 

stigmatized. This knowledge helped human research language because the 

language will continue to generate and mutate in this life. With the 

background of the study that the writer has been arranged neatly, the writer is 

interested to research the durative, punctual, and inceptive aspects.  

Through these reasons and explanation above, the researcher will 

analyze about “durative and punctual of inceptive aspect in Divergent series 

movie”. The researcher is curious about why durative and punctual in the 
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sentence that contains inceptive aspect has a significant impact on the meaning 

of a sentence. The writer choose Divergent series movie because most of 

researcher using an object with different medium, such as translation book, 

another language, and etc. in here, researcher interest to using a divergent 

series movie for object of the research. 

 

B. Question and Scope of the Research 

1. Question of the Research 

a. What is the verb that is classified as Durative and Punctual in the 

sentences that contain inceptive aspects in Divergent novel series? 

b. Why do durative and punctual in the sentence that contains inceptive 

aspect has a significant impact in the meaning of the sentence in 

Divergent novel series? 

2. Scope of the Research 

This research focuses on the sentence that contains durative and 

punctual verb with seeing the aspect of inceptive in the sentence too, and 

using it identify why durative and punctual that contain inceptive aspect has 

a significant impact on the meaning of the sentence and which verb that 

classified as durative and punctual. The writer wants to know the model 

significance of inceptive aspect that contains a durative and punctual verb, 

so the help of semantics to solve this case is important. The leading theory 

that the writer used is Kreidler. The data object is taken from novel series 

with the title 'Divergent, Insurgent, Allegiant'. By classifying and analyzing 
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those data, the writer can understand the aspect that contains durative and 

punctual verbs. 

 

C. Object and Significance of the Research 

1. Objectives of the Research  

a. To know the form of a sentence who has durative or punctual which 

contain inceptive aspect. 

b. To describe why the verbs are included to durative and punctual has a 

significant impact on the sentence containing inceptive aspects 

 

2. Significant of the Research 

From this study, the writer hopes there will be some benefits that can 

take from this research. The advantages that wish the reader can take the 

writer are divided into two parts those are theoretical and practical benefits. 

Theoretically, the writer hopes this study can contribute to the 

linguistic field. Especially, in the study of semantics. It can also help the 

other writer do more research about durative punctual in the sentence that 

contains inceptive aspect. 

And the last is in practice, the writer hopes this study can help to 

improve the knowledge of the reader about the linguistic field. Especially 

in the study of semantics. So, the reader not just only understands the 

durative and punctual verb but also understands the specific inceptive 

aspect of the sentence.  
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D. Operational Definition 

The data of the research is used a documentation technique, there are 

several terminologies in this discussion and described as the following: 

1. Aspect 

Aspect systems allow speakers to relate situation and time, but 

instead of fixing situations in time relative to the act of speaking, as tense 

does. 

2. Inceptive aspect  

Inceptive aspect is express the beginning of entering into an action. 

3. Situation types 

Situation types are like an aspect in a tense. It describes the 

inherent internal temporal structure of a situation that arises from its 

meaning. 

4. Durative  

Durative is applied to the verb that describes a situation or process 

which lasts for a while. 

5. Punctual  

Punctual describe an event that seems so instantaneous that it 

involves virtually no time. 

6. Novel 

Novel is a long narrative in prose detailing the actions of fictitious 

people. 
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E. Systematization of the Research 

Systematization of the research means how this paper orders perfectly. The 

thesis is divided into five chapters as follows: 

Chapter I Introduction consists of a background of the research, question, 

and scope of the research, objective and significance of the research which contain 

the writer choose an object and the reason why the writer chooses the title for their 

research, operational definition, and systematization of the research.   

Chapter II Theoretical description explains linguistic, Durative, Punctual, 

and inceptive aspects that the researcher took from the book and journal. 

Chapter III Methodology of the research involves the procedure of the form 

of the object. In this research, the technique of data collection, the technique of the 

data analysis data source will describe in this chapter and the writer will pick an 

object from the movie that the title is Divergent Novel Series. 

Chapter IV Research findings and discussion show about data in the novel 

series. Analysis of the data, where the writer analyzes all the data that the writer 

found in the corpus data, data interpretation, and the discussion from the object that 

the writer chooses. 

Chapter V Conclusion the final of the research that the researcher finally 

finds the answer of the research and suggestion from the writer which relates to the 

significance of the research., gives the summary of the conclusion which related to 

discussion and think about the benefit that if the reader was reading this research.  


